
This appealing Sand Box With Lids invites 
children to play for long periods of time. Thanks 
to the two lids, the sand box can be covered 
and protected. The lids also function as play 
tables and seats for parents or carers. Carers 
have seats, and more parents can be seated 
facing the sandbox to observe. This is well-
known to facilitate longer stays in the 

playground. The lids also create a space for 
the children where they can store toys or 
create their home, their shop, their workshop 
etc. Sand invites deep play. The changeable 
character of sand from when dry to when wet 
fascinates children. It additionally trains their 
tactile sense and understanding of material 
character and nature phenomena. These are 

important life skills that help the child 
understand their surrounding world. In short, 
sand play helps to shape motor skills and 
cognition.
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KPL510

Item no. KPL510-0401

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH  470x120x38 cm
Age group  6m+
Play capacity (users) 12
Colour options n
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Sandpit
Cognitive: sand play trains the sense of 
touch and helps children to understand the 
characteristics of different materials and their 
uses. Sand can be sieved when dry and 
shaped when wet.

Lid
Physical: pushing and pulling the lids 
develops cross-coordination and muscles. 
Social-Emotional: meeting on the lids 
supports social interaction. Cognitive: 
supports cause-and-effect understanding 
when closing and opening lids. Creative: the 
lids can be placed in different positions and 
therefore can promote children's 
understanding of how they leave a mark, 
supporting creativity.



Boards are made of pine wood from sustainable 
European sources. The wood is pressure 
impregnated Class 3 with Tanalith E3475 
according to EN335 (Equivalent to NTR Class 
AB).

Lids are made of 22 mm thick plywood made 
from alder and pine wood. Both sides are 
covered by 2 layers of phenolic film with anti slip 
net pattern. All cutting edges are sealed with 
paint to ensure long lifetime
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Installation Information
Max. fall height 38 cm
Safety surfacing area 30.4 m²
Total installation time 4.0
Excavation volume 0.10 m³
Concrete volume 0.00 m³
Footing depth (standard) 40 cm
Shipment weight 140 kg
Anchoring options In-ground a

Warranty Information
Pinewood 10 years
Plywood 5 years
Spare parts guaranteed 10 years
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Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

KPL510-0401 33.79 0.30 2.20

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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Click to see TOP VIEW Click to see SIDE VIEW

https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/5d40e4e2-249f-40e1-81dc-313812f71c0b/KPL510_Footprint_EN.jpg
https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/0af77cd3-c821-4d9a-8a45-166c0a0f4a12/KPL510_Side_EN.jpg
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